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LUXURY

Bathroom Solutions
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BRASS
All ranges of Luxury Bathroom products are characterized by the use of finest quality 

raw materials. The brass metal used for casting, forging & mechanical operations 

contains a very low percentage (<2%) of lead in complaince with the levels fixed by 

present International Norms applied to drinking water.

FLEXIBLE HOSES
The flexible hoses used in the full range of Luxury Bathroom products are in conformity 

with the national & international norms.

PAINTING
The painting treatments are carried out using epoxidic and  atoxic powders giving the 

products an excellent endurance against scratches, humidity, aggressive environmen-

tal conditions and UV rays.

PACKAGING
The packaging is carefully prepared to prevent damages during transportation, protect 

the product  & gurantee the integrity & the aesthetic quality up to the stage of instal-

lation. Normally packaging includes very resistant three folded carton boxes & the 

product is internally protected by sponges.

CHROME PLATING
The quality of the coating on surfaces is very important to gurantee the working life of 

the product in order to obtain a perfect result. All galvanic processes are completely 

carried out inside the factory, using modern technologies being continuously updated. 

The depuration plant is connected to the manufacturing machinery and uses “zero 

waste” methods thus reducing the environmental impact.
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BUILT-IN PRODUCTS
All built in-systems of the Luxury Bathroom Solution product range have double protec-

tion : a part is made of polistirene & protects the tap from the wall in order to avoid the 

condensate from seeping into the wall & causing damp patches or the detachment of 

the coating  

INOX
The most exclusive taps from the Luxury Bathroom collection are produced with mate-

rials of higher quality than those used for the brass products

CERAMIC CARTRIDGES
The ceramic cartridges used in Luxury Bathroom products meet the requirements of 

the most important international standards such as EN, NF, ASME, ASSE, CSTB, AS/

NZS 3718 & the parts in contact with water are approved by DVGW, WRC, NSF, KIWA 

et ACS. The 35 & 40 O cartridges are equipped with double control device of flow 

rates & tempertaure, enabling the consumer to adjust flow & temperature parameters 

according to his needs in order to save energy and resources

WARRANTY
Hafele offers a 10 year warranty* on Luxury Bathroom products against faulty

workmanship and manufacturing defect from the date of invoice
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Inspired by the SoHo neighbourhood in New York which is home to industrial loft apartments, Häfele’s JEE-O Soho series comprises of 

handcrafted shower and bathroom fittings and accessories testifying European manufacturing quality. The unique design, sturdy Stain-

less Steel material and rich hammer coated black matt finish of the fittings in the Soho series portray an industrial and robust design for 

a simple and stark bathroom appearance. It is an extensive range providing you all essential bathroom products from essential fittings 

like spouts and mixers to accessories like soap and towel holders. 

SOHO
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Ever-lasting durability, ultimate sophistication and incomparable European 

manufacturing quality define the new Bath Concepts by Häfele. These fit-
tings create an ambience of refined functionality in your bathrooms with their 
products, providing tranquility, peace and space for your body and mind.
Although different in design and structure, the two JEE-O series of bathroom 

fittings by Häfele, Soho and Slimline, at their heart, follow the principle of 
product longevity and functional luxury. The products in the series are made 
of Stainless Steel Grade 304, and as a result are extremely sturdy and long 

lasting. Compared to similar products in the market which use Brass for 
internal parts, the concealed parts of JEE-O bathroom fittings by Häfele are 
also made of Stainless Steel 304 which makes it a lead free and eco–friend-

ly solution. This prevents hazardous health and environmental effects and 
reduces long term maintenance costs. 
Häfele’s JEE-O Soho series is characterized with a dark, all-weather ham-

mer coating which grants your bathroom the right industrial look and empha-

sizes on maximal minimalism. Bathtubs and basins in this range are made 
from DADOquartz, a light weight, sturdy and scratch resistant material, to 
preserve their beauty for years to come. The fittings from Häfele’s JEE-O 
Slimline series, slim in form and style, are designed as contemporary art 

pieces to suit modern bathroom spaces.
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Rio Basin Large

Article No: 588.67.000
Material: DADOquartz* 
Finish: Spray Painted Black Matt (Only the outside of the basin)
Dimension: 500 (L)×380 (W) ×175 (H)

Basin Plug

Material: Stainless Steel

Article No: 588.67.998

Bath Siphon

Material: Stainless

Steel

Article No:588.67.999

Rio Bath Tub 

Article No: 588.67.600
Material: DADOquartz* 
Finish: Spray Painted Black Matt (Only the outside of the basin)
Dimensions: 1720 (L) X 830 (W) X 620 (H) 

DADOquartz, created by combining quartz ore and minerals mined from the fertile South African earth and engineered under 
stringent technical criteria, exhibits exceptional hardness and distinguishing longevity with an enduring satin finish and a natural 
matt stone appearance, backed by a 25-year warranty. DADOquartz is solid and void-free with no fissures or veins and is resist-
ant to scratching and abrasion to withstand tough conditions and rigorous usage. It’s special high heat retention properties give 
you hours of bathing pleasure.
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Soho Basin / Kitchen Mixer

Article No: 589.37.000 (Hammer-coated Black Matt) ; 

589.37.030 (Brushed Stainless Steel)

Material: Stainless Steel 304

Soho Bath Mixer

Article No: 589.37.005 

Material: Stainless Steel 304

Finish: Hammer-coated Black Matt
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Soho Spout - Long

Article No: 589.37.002 (Hammer-coated Black Matt) 

589.37.032 (Brushed Stainless Steel) 

Material: Stainless Steel 304

Soho Wall Hand Shower

Article No: 589.37.003 (Hammer-coated Black Matt)

589.37.033 (Brushed Stainless Steel)

Material: Stainless Steel 304

Soho Wall Shower

Article No: 589.37.004 (Hammer-coated Black Matt)

589.37.034 (Brushed Stainless Steel)

Material: Stainless Steel 304
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Soho Mixer 

Article No: 589.37.001 (Hammer-coated Black Matt)

589.37.031 (Brushed Stainless Steel)

Material: Stainless Steel 304

Soho Toilet Roll Holder

Article No: 580.25.040 

Material: Stainless Steel 304

Finish: Hammer-coated Black Matt

Soho Toilet Brush

Article No: 580.25.070 

Material: Stainless Steel 304

Finish: Hammer-coated Black Matt
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Soho Soap Dish

 Article No: 580.25.050 

Material: Stainless Steel 304

Finish: Hammer-coated Black Matt

Soho Soap Dispener

Article No: 580.25.051 

Material: Stainless Steel 304

Finish: Hammer-coated Black Matt

Soho Wall Cup

Article No: 580.25.060 

Material: Stainless Steel 304

Finish: Hammer-coated Black Matt

Soho Robe Hook

Article No: 580.25.000 

Material: Stainless Steel 304

Finish: Hammer-coated Black Matt

Soho Shelf 

Article No: 580.25.030

Material: Stainless Steel 304

Finish: Hammer-coated Black Matt
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Soho Mirror

Article No: 580.25.090 (Ø300 mm)

580.25.091(Ø 500 mm) 

Material: Stainless Steel 304, Glass

Soho Towel Holder

Article No: 580.25.010

Material: Stainless Steel 304

Finish: Hammer-coated Black Matt

Soho Towel Rack Article No: 580.25.011

Material: Stainless Steel 304

Finish: Hammer-coated Black Matt
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The JEE-O Slimline series in Häfele Bathroom Concepts stands out for its beauty and elegance that can be easily seen in the 
graceful lines and lean dimensions of its different fittings. A range of essential, carefully handcrafted fittings, this series with its 
smooth matt texture and striking black finish imparts a distinct sophistication to your modern bathroom.
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Slimline Basin/ Kitchen Mixer - High

Article No: 589.37.060 (Structured Black)
     589.37.090 (Brushed Stainless Steel)
Material: Stainless Steel 304

Slimline Basin Mixer - Low

Article No: 589.37.061 (Structured Black)
    589.37.091 (Brushed Stainless Steel)
Material: Stainless Steel 304

Slimline Spout - Long

Article No: 589.37.062 (Structured Black)
    589.37.092 (Brushed Stainless Steel)
Material: Stainless Steel 304
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Slimline Mixer and Diverter

Article No: 589.37.063 (Structured Black)
    589.37.093 (Brushed Stainless Steel) 
Material: Stainless Steel 304

Slimline Wall Hand Shower
Article No: 589.37.064 (Structured Black)
    589.37.094 (Brushed Stainless Steel) 
Material: Stainless Steel 304

Slimline Shower Head

Article No: 589.37.065 (Structured Black)
     589.37.095 (Brushed Stainless Steel)
Material: Stainless Steel 304

Slimline Wall Shower
Article No: 589.37.066 (Structured Black)
     589.37.096 (Brushed Stainless Steel)
Material: Stainless Steel 304
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OPERAOPERA

Created by Ace designer Massimiliano Settimelli, the Opera collection holds the artistry and the beauty of Italian art: refined taste 
and ancient forms blend, recalling the charm of a true masterpiece. The complete series offers a wide range of choice of elements 
for bath and shower fittings, with numerous configurations and  equipment possibilities. Available in various finishes: 24K gold, 
pink gold, chrome and graphite.
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Single Lever Basin Mixer

589.48.034 - Chrome
589.65.730 - Gold
589.65.760 - Pink Gold
589.65.790 - Graphite

Single Lever long body 

Basin mixer

589.65.701 - Chrome
589.65.731 - Gold
589.65.761 - Pink Gold
589.65.791 - Graphite

Single lever Concealed Diverter set 

(Bath and Shower) 
589.65.712 - Chrome
589.65.742 - Gold
589.65.772 - Pink Gold
589.65.802 - Graphite
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Bath Spout 

589.65.710 - Chrome
589.65.740 - Gold
589.65.770 - Pink Gold 
589.65.800 - Graphite

Shower set composed of holder, single flow 
hand shower, 

flex hose and wall elbow.
589.65.708 - Chrome
589.65.738 - Gold
589.65.768 - Pink Gold
589.65.798 - Graphite

250mm Round Head shower with 360mm 
shower arm

589.65.009 - Chrome
589.48.003 - Gold
589.48.004 - Pink Gold
589.48.005 - Graphite
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OPERA

MODERNA

The Opera Moderna collection designed by Massimiliano Settimelli unveils all its elegance in a modern guise. Forms recalling the 
design of elegant musical instruments, essential clean cut lines revisited with a contemporary spin. The complete series offers 
a wide range of choice of elements for bath and shower fittings, with numerous configurations and equipment possibilities.   It is 
available in chrome and graphite finishes.    
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Single Lever Basin Mixer

589.65.794 - Chrome
589.65.704 - Graphite

Single Lever long body 

Basin mixer

589.48.035 - Chrome
589.65.795 - Graphite

Single lever Concealed Diverter set 

(Bath and Shower) 
589.65.716 - Chrome
589.65.806 - Graphite
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Bath Spout 

589.65.710 - Chrome
589.65.800 - Graphite

Shower set composed of holder, single flow hand shower, 
flex hose and wall elbow.
589.65.708 - Chrome
589.65.798 - Graphite

250mm Round Head shower with 360mm shower arm
589.65.009 - Chrome
589.48.005 - Graphite
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ARIA

The ARIA Natural flow Bathroom mixer has a close likeness to nature – it automaticall Reminds you of the stem of a flower that’s 
bent by a gentle breeze. The entire ARIA collection is pervaded with dynamic energy as if it were created in a nature-tunnel; mold-

ed by water and designed by wind. The flowing water can’t avoid channelizing into action through the perfect curves of its shape.
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Single lever washbasin mixer with up & down pop-up 

waste.
589.65.000 - Chrome
589.65.240 - Shiny white chrome

Single lever washbasin mixer cascade with up & down

popup waste.
589.65.001 - Chrome
589.65.241 - Shiny white chrome

High single lever washbasin mixer with pop up waste

589.65.002 - Chrome 
589.65.242 - Shiny White chrome 

High single lever washbasin mixer cascade with up &

down pop-up waste, with 3/8” flex. hoses 37cm.
589.65.003 - Chrome
589.65.243 - Shiny white chrome

Spout for concealed bath mixer, 1/2” connection.
589.65.006 - Chrome
589.65.246 - Shiny white chrome
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Single lever cascade floor mounted basin mixer.
589.65.012 - Chrome

Concealed 3-holes washbasin mixer.
589.65.013 - Chrome

589.65.253 - Shiny white chrome

External part of concealed single lever washbasin mixer with spout

589.65.025 - Chrome

589.65.275 - Shiny white chrome

Concealed part  for single lever washbasin mixer

589.65.007
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External part for concealed single lever bath/shower mixer

589.65.021 - Chrome

589.65.261 - Shiny white chrome

Concealed part of shower mixer with diverter

589.65.020

External part of concealed single lever shower mixer
589.65.017 - Chrome

589.65.257 - Shiny white chrome

Concealed part for single lever washbasin mixer
589.65.007

External part of concealed (3 - way) diverter
589.65.024 - Chrome

589.65.264 - Shiny white chrome

Concealed part of (3 - way) diverter
589.65.023

Shiny stainless steel multifunction  cascade shower head 

with wall shower arm.

589.65.010 - Chrome
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Shower arm with ball joint and ABS shower head

589.65.009 - Chrome

Shower set composed of holder, monospray handshower 

and flex hose.

589.65.008 - Chrome

Wall elbow 1/2” M connection.

589.65.011 - Chrome
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WOLO

The WOLO Bathroom Mixer collection epitomizes the harmony, essentiality and elegance of sleek, streamlined designs. Whether 
incorporated on the edge of the bathtub, the shower wall, the washbasin or the floor, the WOLO collection always exudes an aero-

dynamic feel with absolute lightness. 
WOLO Washbasin Mixer Series also gives you the option of installing a free-standing version beside your washbasin.
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Single lever washbasin mixer with up & down pop-up waste, 

with 3/8” F flex. hoses 37 cm.

589.65.030 - Chrome

589.65.270 - Matt white chrome

589.65.300 - Matt black chrome`

High single lever washbasin mixer with up & down pop-up 

waste, with flex. hose 37 cm.

589.65.031 - Chrome

589.65.271 - Matt white chrome

589.65.301 - Matt black chrome

External part for concealed single lever washbasin mixer with 

spout

589.65.485 - Chrome

589.65.515 - Matt white chrome

589.65.545 - Matt black chrome
Concealed part of single lever washbasin mixer and shower 

mixer

589.65.056 - Chrome

External part pf thermostatic shower mixer (1 - way)
589.65.482 - Chrome

589.65.512 - Matt white chrome

589.65.542 - Matt black chrome
Concealed part of thermostatic shower mixer (1 - way)
589.65.481
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External part of thermostatic shower mixer (2 - way) diverter
without shower set 

589.65.484 - Chrome

589.65.514 - Matt white chrome

589.65.544 - Matt black chrome
Concealed part of thermostatic shower mixer (2 - way)
589.65.483

External part of (3 - way) diverter
589.65.480 - Chrome

589.65.510 - Matt white chrome

589.65.540 - Matt black chrome
Concealed part of (3 - way) diverter
589.65.059

External part for concealed single lever shower mixer 

589.65.055 - Chrome

589.65.295 - Matt white chrome

589.65.355 - Matt black chrome
Concealed part of  single lever  shower mixer

589.65.056

External part for concealed single lever bath/ shower mixer with 

diverter

589.65.058 - Chrome

589.65.298 - Matt white chrome

589.65.358 - Matt Black chrome

Concealed part of  single lever bath/shower  mixer with diverter 

589.65.057
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Wall elbow 1/2” M connection.

589.65.054 - Chrome

Shower set composed of holder, monospray handshower 

and  flex hose.
589.65.035 - Chrome

Spout for concealed bath mixer.

589.65.034 - Chrome

589.65.274 - Matt white chrome

589.65.304 - Matt black chrome
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LIVING

The LIVING Bathroom Mixer collection is defined by straight lines and a contemporary design. By using a pick out of the LIVING 
series, you can design your bathroom space according to your personal needs. You could mount a LIVING Mixer on your washba-

sin, bathtub or shower wall and experience the same exuberance of style.
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Single lever washbasin mixer with up & down 

pop-up waste, with 3/8” F flex. hoses (37 cm).

589.65.120 - Chrome

589.65.420 - Stainless Steel

High single lever washbasin mixer with up & 

down pop-up waste, with 1/2” flex. hoses (37 
cm).

589.65.121 - Chrome

589.65.421 - Stainless Steel

External part of washbasin mixer with 160 mm spout
589.65.141 - Chrome

589.65.441 - Stainless Steel

Concealed part of washbasin mixer

589.65.142

Shiny stainless steel antiscale showerhead with 

1/2” connections.
589.65.440 - Shiny Steel
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5-holes deck mounted bath mixer complete of
hose 200 cm and handshower

589.65.130 - Chrome

Brass sliding rail, with monospray handshower

589.65.136 - Chrome

external thermostatic shower mixer with

5 ways diverter

589.65.575 - Chrome

concealed thermostatic shower mixer with

5 ways diverter

589.65.576 - Chrome
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external thermostatic shower mixer with 

3-6 ways diverter

589.65.144 - Chrome

concealed thermostatic shower mixer

with 3-6 ways diverter

589.65.143 - Chrome

External part of thermostatic concealed

high flow- rate mixer with 2-4 ways diverter.

589.65.573 - Chrome

concealed part of thermostatic concealed

high flow- rate mixer with 2-4 ways diverter.

589.65.572 - Chrome
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External part of thermostatic concealed

high flow- rate mixer with 1-2

589.65.571 - Chrome

Concealed part of thermostatic concealed

high flow- rate mixer with 1-2

589.65.570 - Chrome

External part of shower/bath mixer

with diverter chrome

589.65.145 - Chrome

Concealed part of shower/bath

mixer with diverter

589.65.146 - Chrome
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External part of shower mixer

589.65.147 - Chrome

Concealed part of shower mixer

589.65.148 - Chrome

Lateral square wall mounted body jet

589.65.574 


